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Introduction
Through a deck of cards that represent the elements of the ecosystem, each
student is assigned a role. In a circle, the interconnections between the elements
are underlined, using a thread that runs between one pupil and another. Scenarios
are simulated that introduce negative events and put elements of the ecosystem in
crisis and observe how the crisis of a single element has repercussions on the
whole system.

Duration
Two hours the first round, but the game can be repeated, changing the initial point,
underlying different connections between the elements and changing the negative
events. Furthermore, the teacher can try to change the game perspective introducing
new cards, new elements, new connections…. together or not with the students, for
further games with the web of the interconnections.

Gamification method(s)
Card game, Role play, Circle time
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Preparation
The teacher should be aware of the issues regarding the web of life, going through
the given resources and/or being supported by external expert figures also for a
bigger impact on the students.
All the consequences on the ecosystem of the negative events underlined in the
cards A and B should be known for explaining how the web of life is affected when
the elements of the ecosystem are touched.
Teachers and experts should be also able to suggest solutions for mitigating the
effects and to guide a debate on this.
This activity can start from the suggested cards also adding/changing some of them
according to the experiences of the teachers and the experts also linked to the local
context… without forgetting the global situations and their impacts.
They need then time for reviewing the cards and for studying strategy to be applied
before planning the day of the activity with the class.
The cards must be printed, better if on cardboard and introduced to the class before
starting the game.
Teachers must be aware of the rules of the game.
MAIN TASK: THE GAME
The teacher asks a student to extract ONE negative event from the deck A of cards
and ONE negative event from the deck B. These cards will be put aside and will be
used later.
The teacher puts the students in a circle and decides who starts. The cards are then
dealt and the ball of thread is given to the student who will begin.
The cards of the elements of the ecosystem contain the possible links that connect
them to other elements. The first student rolls the ball to the companion who has
one of the potential elements linked to it. This continues until all cards (and all
students) are connected and a web has been formed with the threads of the ball that
go from one student to another...
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Preparation
Students may not only read the links contained in the cards. It can also happen that
they already know them. In this case, they ask for their teacher’s approval: if they
receive the teacher endorsement, then the ball is thrown towards the linked element.
After the web has been built, a ball symbolizing the Earth is placed on it ... the web
supports the Earth.
At this point the teacher reads the negative events that were put aside.
The teachers or the experts explain the elements involved in the negative events and
the students holding those elements are asked to move out of the web.
The Earth falters because the elements that support it come off! Our behaviour
influences the ecosystem.
The teacher can now launch a CHALLENGE to all the students: Start thinking to
possible solutions in order to restore the links and the web.
The end of the game can be a discussion about the solution/s and the actions for
overcoming the negative events.
The challenge will be won when the student agrees to do its part to change his/her
behaviour.

Tips for successful facilitation,
supervision and organizing:
If there is a sponsorship for the activity, the printing of the cards can be done in a
graphic centre.
The game must be clearly explained to the whole class. The space dedicated to the
circle of all students must be prepared.
This activity can be done either by playing with the suggested cards or by preparing
other cards (new elements, other negative events) or by adding other connections.
Changes to the included deck of cards can be also made, for a new game, together
with the class.
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Debriefing outcomes & obtained
competences:
The acquired knowledge on Natural Sciences, Ecology and Biology through this
kind of non-formal activities should raise awareness about how everything is
connected in the real world..
This increases the interest on the study of these STEM subjects.
Teachers and experts must compare the feedback received from students with the
proposed activity.
The game can be adjusted to include further stimuli and develop other skills.

Moment of formal education
(optional)
The cards must be introduced to the class before starting the game. Introducing the
cards means introducing biodiversity and the web of life.
During the game students are invited to justify their choices: the element they
select by launching the ball of thread. Teachers and experts could give
suggestions.
When the negative events occur a discussion on the effects produced will help the
understanding about the role of each element in the ecosystem.
A final debate will help to measure the impact of the game on the awareness of the
students about how they are connected to the others and to the Earth.
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Impact on external stakeholders
For a useful dissemination the involvement of an environmental association is
important, using their media channels for reaching possible stakeholders.
The solutions found by the class can be shared, through the association, with the
local community. It is important to share the point of view of the students regarding
how the web of life can be preserved.
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AGE : 10 - 12

Students' worksheet
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Related STE(A)M theory:
Natural Science, Ecology, Biology

Key words
Biodiversity, interconnection, web of life, interconnected elements, pollution,
sustainability, Earth, soil, air, water, intensive agriculture, extensive farms, industrial
waste, industrial feed, greenhouse gas

General aim
You will understand that everything on Earth is interconnected and is somehow
connected to us.
Your actions can also affect the web of life, the balance on Earth.
We cannot therefore neglect our every action, on the contrary we must think of
acting for the well-being of all the elements ... and therefore also for our well-being.
We are immersed in the life-cycle.
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Educational Objective(s)
You will be aware that there is a rich variety of elements in our ecosystem: their
uniqueness and complementarity.
Each of them has its own special qualities, a place and a role on the Earth.
To understand the role is to begin understand and appreciate sciences.

Suggested Environmental Context
It can be an indoor game but if the class plays sitting on a meadow the
understanding of the connection with everything around them increases. In both
cases, indoor or outdoor, the game can be more effectively done with the
involvement of associations active in the promotion of environmental issues.
It is important to give actual figures to the students on how negative events,
(pollution, intensive agriculture, … but also individual wrong habits like to waste
water during a shower or eat too much meat,… ) have affected, and can affect,
biodiversity.
It is significant for the students to hear directly by whom is concretely involved in
actions for the sustainability!
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Necessary Equipment and
Materials:
- A ball of thick thread
- Cards of the ecosystem ELEMENTS (Soft Colours) - attached
- Two kind of cards for negative Events:
Event Cards A (Red): Negative Actions - attached
Event Cards B (Dark Orange): Pupils Negative Behaviours - attached
- A ball or another spherical object representing the Earth or a globe
The attached deck of cards can be replaced with another to be built with the expert
or with the class

Media and Resources
(Teachers should add this paragraph, preferably partially after a selection of links, as
part of the following student’s worksheet ):
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/ecologicalsciences/about-ecological-sciences/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/earthsciences/international-geoscienceprogramme/https://ourworldindata.org/environmental-impacts-of-food
http://www.fao.org/publications/highlights-detail/en/c/1272259/
https://www.iucn.org/theme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_impact_of_meat_production
https://www.worldwildlife.org/industries/sustainable-agriculture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/biodiversity/what-is-biodiversity
https://phylogame.org/
https://www.teachitscience.co.uk/resources/ks4/energy-environment-and-ecologyks4/biology/ecology-dominoes/28002
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242911090_The_web_of_life_A_new_under
standing_of_living_systems_by_Fritjof_Capra
https://kidszoo.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Web-of-Life-Game.pdf
https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/environmental_games_and_activities_web_of_life
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Tasks
MAIN TASK: THE GAME
Through a deck of cards that represent the elements of the ecosystem, you will
represent an element.
But first ONE negative event from the deck A of cards and ONE negative event from
the deck B must be extracted and put aside to be used later.
Form a circle with all the players. The cards will be distributed and the ball of thread
will be given by the teacher to the student who will begin.
Read your card it contains the possible links to other elements. The first student rolls
the ball to the companion who has one of the potential elements linked. This
continues until all cards (and all students) are connected and a web has been formed
with the threads of the ball that go from one student to another...
You may not only read the links contained in the cards. It can also happen that you
already know them. In this case, ask for the teacher’s approval: if you receive the
teacher endorsement, then the ball is thrown towards the linked element.
After the web has been built, a ball symbolizing the Earth is placed on it ... the web
supports the Earth.
At this point the teacher reads the negative events that were put aside.
There will be elements involved in the negative events and the students holding
those elements are asked to move out of the web.
The Earth falters because the elements that support it aren’t all there! Our
behaviours influence the ecosystem.
Now there is a CHALLENGE for you: Start thinking to possible solutions in order to
restore the links and the web.
You win if you find an action that can be done, starting from your personal
behaviours, to restore the web: everyone wins on a healthy Planet!
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Safe and security checklist
In case that the activity is done outdoor then at least:
check school guidelines for outdoor activities
check for individuals who need specific assistance
check the intensity of the sun's rays (especially between April and September), in
any case avoid the hours of heat.
check if your students have specific allergies
Prepare your students to the effects of sunburns, bug bites and to rashes caused by
the contact with specific plants such as nettle and bring all the necessary remedies,
in case.
(Note: This should be in alignment with safe and security checklist, given within the
LivingSTEM Manual, Chapter 8)
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Project's partners
Générations.Bio (Belgium)
Web: www.fermebiodupetitsart.be

LogoPsyCom (Belgium)
Web: www.logopsycom.com
Facebook: @Logopsycom

The Polish Farm Advisory and
Training Centre (Poland)
Web: www.farm-advisory.eu
Facebook: @PolishFarmAdvisory

EDU lab (Italy)
Web: www.edulabnet.it
Facebook: @edulabnet

Ed-consult (Denmark)
Web: www.ed-consult.dk
Facebook: @benji.leinenbach

C.I.P. Citizens In Power (Cyprus)
Web: www.citizensinpower.org
Facebook: @citizensinpower

Trànsit Projectes (Spain)
Web: www.transit.es
Facebook: @MakingProjectsCEPS, @TransitProjectes
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